
”Copter offers the complete ecosystem for all your screen protection requirements.”

- Pärlan Fritz, Commercial director

Own factory
With a local team of engineers and production we can 
supply screen protectors for all devices.

Time to market
Copter aim to be the leading brand when it comes to 
time to market. Our R&D and production hub in Kumla, 
Sweden enables us to always have the right product 
in the market to serve your customers need.

ExoGlass™
ExoGlass™ products will be available for all hero 
devices. Apple, Samsung & Huawei.

Original Film
For all other devices there will be an Original Film 
product available.

Copter ExoGlass™ Applicator
Our ExoGlass™ products are compatible with our 
ExoGlass™ Applicator tool for easy assembly in store.

Great Support
Our ambition is to bring Great Protection to all smart 
device owners. To be able to do this we have crea-
ted an intuitive and simple sell out tool box, that we 
provide our retail partners.

THIS IS COPTER PRODUCTS

PARTNERSHIP PROFESSIONAL



Self-healing cover originally developed to protect helicopter 
rotor blades.
 
A thin and flexible self-healing film for flat and curved glass. 
Made of an extremely resilient material originally developed to 
keep rotor blades safe. Now adapted to protect your smartphone 
and tablet. Invisible fit.

ION-strenghtened glass with scratch and anti-shatter protec-
tion. 

Extremely strong, flat glass for smartphones and tablets. 
Protects the full screen of your device with all the feel of the 
original. Made of a multi-layered material with scratch-proof and 
anti-shatter safety.   

ION-strenghtened glass with scratch and anti-shatter 
protection. 

Extremely strong curved glass for smartphones and tablets. 
Protects your device with all the feel of the original screen. 
Curved for perfect fit. Made of a multi-layered material with 
scratch-proof and anti-shatter safety.

ION-strengthened glass with scratch, shatter and pry protection. 

Extremely strong glass with privacy filter, designed to keep 
damage and unwanted eyes away. Protects your device with all 
the feel of the original screen. Curved for perfect fit. Scratch-
proof and anti-shatter safety.  


